
 

EDGE PIECE      
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VASPO edges are designed to create corners. It is possible to order any number from 1 piece / 1 pair. 
Some VASPO STONE tiles already contain edge pieces in the package and some tiles are also edge 
pieces. 
 
If indicated: TILE DOES NOT HAVE A EDGE PIECE. 
For some tiles, they do not produce edge pieces. The tiles are finished with straight edges. 
Sandstone 2, Slate standard, Quarry slate, Cleft slate 
 
If indicated: EACH TILE IS EDGE PIECE TOO. 
These are tiles that have two side edges machined. Therefore, every single tile can be used for a 
corner. The tiles overlap at the corner to create a natural corner. We always alternate overlaps from the 
left and from the right.  
Sandstone 5, Stone Omar, Stone Lodge, Travertine Roma, Rock Inovec, Brick, Decorstone Ratan, 
Decorstone Wood II. 

                        
If indicated: EDGE PIECE is one PIECE. 
The edge piece consists of only one piece. Lateral machining is only on one side. The natural corner is 
created by folding one edge piece with a standard tile that does not have machined sides. We always 
alternate overlaps from the left and from the right. It is possible to order any number from 1 piece. 
Sandstone 3, Sandstone 4, Stone, Stone MIX, Travertine, Rock Vrsatec, Rock, Rock Laugaricio, Rock 
Tematin 

              
 
If indicated: EDGE PIECE consists of 2 pieces of so-called A PAIR. 
The edge piece consists of 2 pieces, which together form the so-called a pair. One edge piece is short, 
the other is long. The edges overlap at the corner to create a natural corner. We always alternate 
overlaps from the left and from the right. They are sold only in pairs and the price is always for 1 pair. 
Slate Castle, Slate Fatima, Stone Povazan, Travertine Karpaty, Decorstone Wood oak 
 

                                                          
CALCULATION OF THE EDGE PIECES. 
To calculate the number of edge pieces, it is necessary to know the height of the corners in meters. 
The total height found is divided by the height of the lace. 

edge piece + standard tile 

standard tile+ standard tile 

edge piece short + edge piece long 


